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Abstract
We evaluate state-of-the-art multimodal models to detect common olfactory references in multilingual
text and images in the scope of the Multimodal Understanding of Smells in Texts and Images (MUSTI) Task
at Mediaeval 2022. The goal of the MUSTI Subtask 1 is to classify pairs of text and image as to whether they
refer to the same smell source or not. We approach this task as a Visual Entailment problem and evaluate
the performance of the English model ViLBERT and the multilingual model mUNITER on MUSTI Subtask
1. While base VilBERT and mUNITER models perform worse than a dummy baseline, fine-tuning these
models using the training data improve performance significantly in almost all scenarios. We find that
fine-tuning mUNITER with SNLI-VE and MUSTI training data performs better than other configurations
we implemented. Our experiments demonstrate that the task presents some challenges, but it is by
no means impossible. Our code is available at https://github.com/Odeuropa/musti-eval-baselines to
encourage reproducibility.

1. Introduction

Olfactory information is considered difficult to identify in texts or images. This is mainly
due to the relatively rare linguistic evidence documented about its occurrence in texts and its
implicit representation in images. Consequently, automating olfactory information extraction
in text or images has been attracting considerably less attention [1, 2, 3]. Although novel
approaches for multimodal analysis of texts and images have recently been developed, to the
best of our knowledge, the olfactory information has not been the focus of any academic work
in a multimodal setting.

The Multimodal Understanding of Smells in Texts and Images (MUSTI)1 task that is organized
in the scope of MediaEval 20222 fills this gap [4]. The text-image pairs provided by the MUSTI
organizers are multilingual – English, German, French, and Italian – and gathered from historical
data spanning a period between the 17th and 20th centuries.

We evaluate the performance of two state-of-the-art models, VilBERT [5] and mUNITER [6],
on the MUSTI challenge test data and present the performances of base and fine-tuned versions
of these models.
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We detail our method in Section 2. Next, we present the results of the models along various
configurations in Section 3. Finally, a summary of our evaluation and an outlook concludes this
paper in Section 4.

2. Method

We propose to evaluate the performance of state of the art visio-linguistic models on the MUSTI
data. We use the VOLTA framework (Visiolinguistic Transformer Architectures) [7] which
unifies several BERT-based Vision-Language (V&L) Models built on top of ViLBERT-MT (Vision
& Language BERT Multi-Task) [8]. The VOLTA repository3 contains models pre-trained on their
original setup given in their papers and several models pre-trained in a controlled setup. We use
ViLBERT [5], pre-trained in its original setup on the English data, and the multilingual model
mUNITER [6], pre-trained in the controlled setup on all languages (English, Italian, French, and
German) provided in MUSTI.

These V&L Models are pre-trained on Conceptual Captions [9] to perform several V&L
tasks such as Visual Question Answering, Visual Entailment, Grounding Referring Expressions,
Caption-Based Image Retrieval, etc. It is a standard approach to fine-tune these models on a
specific task [7].

In the Visual Entailment task, the goal is to determine, given an image as a premise and text
as a hypothesis, whether the premise implies the hypothesis [10]. Models output one of the
three labels: entailment, neutral, or contradiction. For the MUSTI Subtask 1, to evaluate if an
image and a text pair refers to the same smell object, we evaluate them on the Visual Entailment
task. Then, we consider the output as YES if the model outputs entailment and NO if neutral or
contradiction are returned by the model since Subtask 1 is a binary classification problem.

To extract features of the images, we use Faster R-CNN [11] with a ResNet-101 [12] backbone
that outputs 36 boxes per image following VOLTA. First, we fine-tune ViLBERT and mUNITER
on the Visual Entailment dataset SNLI-VE [10] for 20 epochs with a learning rate of 2e-5 and
batch size 128. Afterward, we train these fine-tuned models for 10 epochs using the MUSTI
training data, splitting 20% of it as a validation set with a learning rate of 2e-5 and batch size 64.

We train ViLBERT only on English train data and the multilingual model mUNITER on the
complete MUSTI training data. The parameter sets that yield the best validation score during
training are used for inference. From the pre-trained models, we obtain the following models:
fine-tuned on SNLI-VE, fine-tuned on MUSTI, and fine-tuned on MUSTI after the SNLI-VE.

We observe that reproducing our experiments may lead to different results since the task
performance of BERT-based models after fine-tuning heavily depends on the weight initialization
seed, such that the minimum and maximum scores can differ by 1 or more points across 10
fine-tuning experiments Bugliarello et al. [7]. Furthermore, we fine-tune models using both
SNLI-VE and MUSTI, which may increase the variation in the scores.

3. Results

We present in Table 1 the F1-macro scores when using theViLBERT model on English data
only. In Table 2, we present the results of the dummy baseline compared to various mUNITER
models, as well as the method proposed in Shao et al. [13]. The pre-trained model mUNITER
differs from the dummy baseline at most at 1 point with a very low YES output score. In
particular, it does not predict YES for any DE data and it yields 1, 2, and 5 YES for EN, FR, and
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Table 1
ViLBERT results on the MUSTI English test set, given as F1-macro score.

ViLBERT ViLBERT
-SNLI

ViLBERT
-MUSTI

ViLBERT-
SNLI-MUSTI

0.4609 0.4373 0.7834 0.8024

Table 2
Multilingual models results on the MUSTI test set, given as F1-macro score. The Overall score is the
F1-macro on all predictions on all test data.

English German French Italian Overall

dummy-baseline 0.4285 0.4289 0.3333 0.4273 0.4075
mUNITER 0.4269 0.4289 0.3551 0.4398 0.4177
mUNITER-SNLI 0.4474 0.4644 0.3605 0.5020 0.4473
mUNITER-MUSTI 0.6965 0.4579 0.5022 0.6535 0.6011
mUNITER-SNLI-MUSTI 0.7482 0.5014 0.5053 0.6850 0.6176
Shao et al. [13] 0.7867 0.4568 0.3743 0.7501 0.6033

IT, respectively. Fine-tuning models on SNLI-VE does not improve scores significantly. The
result is not surprising since MUSTI Subtask 1 is not directly a visual entailment task, as the
text does not need to describe the image. It is sufficient to have the same smell object in the
text and image pair to be classified as YES.

On the other hand, fine-tuning the pre-trained mUNITER on MUSTI data increases the
number of YES outputs to 55 for EN, 22 for DE, 85 for FR, and 46 for IT, and the scores increase
remarkably. We achieve the best performance when the models are first fine-tuned on SNLI-VE,
and then on MUSTI training data. Thus, we got the highest scores on mUNITER fine-tuned on
both SNLI-VE and MUSTI, and ViLBERT fine-tuned on SNLI-VE and MUSTI. For the EN data,
ViLBERT-SNLI-MUSTI outperforms mUNITER models and the proposed method of Shao et al.
[13]. Our best multilingual model mUNITER-SNLI-MUSTI outperforms Shao et al. [13] except
for the EN and IT score, while their overall performances are close to each other.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an approach to tackle the MUSTI Subtask 1 challenge, namely detecting
whether an image-text pair refers to the same smell object as a Visual Entailment task. In
particular, we have experimented with the multimodal models ViLBERT and mUNITER. We
fine-tune models on SNLI-VE to improve the performance on the visual entailment task, and
we observe that training further on MUSTI training data boosts performance. ViLBERT-SNLI-
MUSTI achieves the highest F1-macro scores on English data, while mUNITER-SNLI-MUSTI
achieves the best multilingual performance.

As future work, we would like to adapt a CLIP [14] model towards the MUSTI task, replacing
the vision backbone with more performant architectures such as SWIN [15] and trying different
ways to merge visual and textual features, or using more training data for the fine-tuning
step. Last but not least, adaptation of the base models utilized for historical text and historical
painting processing has the potential to enhance performance.
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